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The Twenty-second Sunday after Pentecost 
October 24, 2021 
First Lutheran Church 
St. Joseph, MO 
Pastor Keith Hohly 
 
Grace and peace to you this day in the name of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. 
 
Since the time of the earliest storytellers, through all the ensuing centuries and into our present 
day, blindness and sight have been prominent themes in the way we seek to gain insight into the 
human experience.  From Homer and Sophocles to Shakespeare and the Bible, stories and 
dramas of physical blindness have been told to help us gain glimpses of what we do not see 
mentally, emotionally, and even spiritually.  There have been blind prophets who give guidance 
to the sighted, tragic heroes for whom blindness becomes punishment, and miracle stories, like 
today’s gospel, in which the blind are enabled to see. 
 
Quite a few years ago now a film was released called At First Sight.  It is a rather melodramatic 
movie, which led many critics to dismiss it when it first came out, but it has a storyline I find 
intriguing, especially as it is based on a real person’s life.  It is the story of a man named Virgil 
Adamson, who was born sighted, but because of thick cataracts, lost his sight as an infant. 
 
Through childhood and well into his adult years, Virgil learned to adapt well to his blindness.  
When the movie begins, we find him as an adult, living in a small, upstate New York resort 
town, working as a massage therapist at its spa.  He knows everybody in town, and everybody 
knows him.  He knows how many lampposts there are on the streets.  He knows how many steps 
it takes for him to get to familiar places.  His sister who has raised him since their mother died 
and their father abandoned them, cares for him like a guardian angel. 
 
Virgil is told that a doctor in Manhattan believes he can restore Virgil’s sight.  At first Virgil is 
reluctant to try the necessary operation, as he suffered through many surgeries as a child, all of 
which were painful and unsuccessful.  But Virgil has recently fallen in love, and at the urging of 
his new girlfriend, he agrees to the operation. 
 
The operation is successful.  Virgil’s sight is restored.  But an unexpected phenomenon 
immediately presents itself.  Virgil can see, but he has little to no understanding of what it is he 
sees.  For all his life, Virgil has relied on his other four senses to “see” the world around him: 
touch, taste, smell, and hearing.  But now that he sees the things around him with his eyes, he 
doesn’t know what to make of what he sees.  He doesn’t understand his own reflection in a 
mirror—something he has never seen before.  He doesn’t recognize objects well known to him 
until he can touch them—the way he has learned to “see” for so many years. 
 
So, Virgil is sent to a visual therapist.  The therapist tells him that basically his eyes work, but his 
brain hasn’t learned how to process the information. “In other words,” the therapist says, “you’re 
mentally blind.  Neurologists call this ‘visual agnosis.’”  The therapist then pulls a book off his 
shelf called Sight Restoration After Long Term Blindness and quotes from its author, Albert 
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Valvo.  “One must die as a blind person to be born again as a sighted person.  However, it is the 
interim, the limbo between two worlds, that is so terrible.” 
  
The therapist then puts the book down and says to Virgil, 

There you go, pal, you’re in limbo.  It’s like New Jersey.  You can see where all the good 
stuff is happening.  You just can’t get there.  Your eyesight can and will play tricks on you.  
You must learn to see just like you learned to speak.  Perception—sight—life—is about 
experience—about reaching out and exploring the world for yourself. It’s not enough to just 
see—we’ve got to look as well. 

 
In the gospel story we hear today—in the healing of the blind man named Bartimaeus—there is a 
bit of an inconsistency that can easily be overlooked.  Bartimaeus calls out for Jesus to have 
mercy on him.  Jesus asks what Bartimaeus wants of him.  “Let me see again,” is the response.  
“Go,” Jesus tells him, “your faith has made you well.”  And blind Bartimaeus can see again.  But 
he doesn’t go.  Once he regains his sight he follows Jesus on the way. 
 
Now, why do you suppose Bartimaeus didn’t just go.  He has received that for which he asked.  
He can see once again.  So why didn’t he just go as Jesus told him he could.  The story doesn’t 
say.  But maybe there’s a little visual agnosis going on in this story, too.  Visual agnosis is the 
inability to know and understand what it is we are seeing and then respond appropriately.  Maybe 
Bartimaeus can see again, but maybe he really doesn’t understand what it is he is seeing.  Maybe 
that’s why he decides to follow.  Maybe he wants Jesus to help him look at what he can see so he 
can perceive and understand. 
 
In our journeys in life, especially in our journeys in life as people of faith, we, too, struggle with 
agnosis.  It’s the not knowing—the not being able to understand and see clearly what is before 
us.  Life changes.  Life sometimes plays tricks on us.  Sometimes what we thought we once 
knew with certainty become uncertain as things around us change and we experience new things 
with the changes.  What does God want from us?  What does God want us to do?  What is God 
doing?  These are all things we struggle to know.  If not a visual agnosis, perhaps we could call it 
a “holy agnosis.” 
 
Jesus, though, I believe, offers us some guidance regarding this holy agnosis.  “I came into this 
world for judgment,” he once told those around him, “so that those who do not see may see,  and 
those who do see may become blind.”  That sounds similar to the advice Virgil Adamson 
received from his therapist: “One must die as a blind person to be born again as a sighted 
person.”  The waters of Baptism are given to make this kind of difference in our living.  They are 
given to wash over us each day, so that we might die to what we were before, and be born again 
to what we might be in a new day.  We must allow ourselves to become blind, in order that 
Christ himself might enable us to see.  We must die to what we once thought we knew with 
certainty, so that Christ might redefine our world for us with what he knows. 
 
I think this is what following Jesus in the way really means.  Truth be told, we live our lives on 
the boundary between gnosis and agnosis—between knowing and not knowing.  We often find 
ourselves living in a type of limbo, like being in New Jersey.  We know there are good things 
immediately before us, but sometimes we just don’t know how to get there.  Understanding this, 
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today’s gospel asks us to be like Bartimaeus and follow Jesus in the way.  It’s not enough just to 
see—we’ve got to look as well.  In Jesus, God comes to us to help us look—to help us know in 
the midst of our unknowing, and to guide us into what is good and true. 


